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- Sight lines to the harbour and from the harbour to the headland are not preserved.  The 

sight Line clause in the statement of commitment for Barangaroo South that the 270-degree 

panoramic views from Pyrmont and around to the harbour bridge for Crown and Lend Lease 

should be consistent for all of Barangaroo and imposed for Central Barangaroo as outlined in 

the concept plan “for future development within the Barangaroo site is to retain the views  

to Observatory Hill from (the harbour and) public spaces on opposite foreshores and to 

retain the panorama from Pyrmont Park around to the Harbour Bridge as seen from 

Observatory Hill Park” (2010). 

- The development visually impacts on ALL the harbour west, southwest, and northwest of 

the harbour bridge. 

- It does not reflect the natural topography of the land in line with the concept plan 

- Reduction of inclusive public open space and equitable alienation to foreshore access rather 

than the concept of a transition space from the economic hub to a green and shaded 

harbour park, Sydney steps, harbour stage and cultural meeting precinct linking to the 

headland reserve. 

- It impacts on observations taken by the Sydney Observatory 

- The proposed ‘elite’ ‘high end’ commercial, retail, and residential development could occur 

in any site in the CBD. This open space, harbour vistas and public domain cannot. 

 

Additionally, FOSH considers the Central Barangaroo Mod 9 application has the same detrimental 
impact as the planning precedent Commissioner Peter Walsh found in relation to Gladesville Marina 
development on 19th July 2022 in the Land in Environment Court. In that: 
 
 

“The proposal prevents the aim of protecting the Sydney Harbour Foreshore as an outstanding 
natural and public asset for future generations.” 

 
“That it would be a “visually intrusive, negative factor and incompatible with the existing character 

of the embankment” 
 

“Would create visual impact problems for those using the foreshore” 
 

“The development is not in the public interest” 
 

 
FOSH considers that citizen democracy and due process should determine the outcome of this site 
and seeks consideration of the voices of all stakeholders, those on and near the site and people 
across the Sydney region who access and view it from land and water and the impact on tourism.  
Therefore, we believe that as a minimum the decision rests with the Independent Planning 
Commission and NOT one person the Planning Minister. 

 
FOSH believes that we are all the custodians of the Harbour and its foreshores; it is our responsibility 
in a democracy to provide free and unfettered access to what is our future. For what is another 
example of short-term expedient elite development. By any measure this is not good planning. To 
deny citizens access to our Harbour is to deny access to our soul and who we are and will impact the 
future fabric of our society for what can easily be created in a much more appropriate environment. 
In Sydney Harbour’s future, do we want more open space like the Domain or high-rise buildings?  
 
 
 






